
 

 

 

Group exercise brief (digital) 
 
 
This exercise lasts 60 minutes in total, made up as follows: 

• 5 minutes prep time, to read this brief and take notes/prepare individually 

• 50 minutes discussion, the assessor will let you know when to begin  

• 5 minutes summary 
 

Overview  

You have successfully secured a role with an SME (small-medium enterprise) in Sheffield City 

Region, through the RISE scheme, congratulations! You’ve now been employed in your new role 

for 3 months. Your employer has asked you to represent your business by contributing to a RISE 

positive action group. This is the first meeting of that group, which is being run via zoom to save 

you all time and travel costs.  

 

The positive action group is made up of graduates who work in a variety of different roles and 

SME businesses, who all secured their current roles through the RISE recruitment process. You 

have been asked to generate ideas, on behalf of businesses, about how to promote the benefits 

of working for an SME in the Sheffield city region to other future graduates.  

 

Today’s session and output  

It has been hard to find time when you are all available and you want to minimise your time out 

of your day job, so you have agreed to make this a fast-paced, highly effective session together.  

You have 50 minutes to work together to generate ideas and decide on your top three 

recommendations.  

 

At the end of the 50 minutes you will need to deliver a 5-minute summary of your top ideas to 

the assessors from the RISE team. This presentation should include:  

• The key benefits of working for an SME (versus a larger company) as a graduate  

• The best things about living in Sheffield city region for graduates  

• Your top three ideas for communicating these benefits to future potential RISE candidates  
 

Resources 

You can use your phone or other devices for research and to generate ideas. The budget is limited 

to £1,500 per year, as much is already spent on graduate jobs boards, so, you need to be creative 

about how you can get the message out.  

 

TOP TIP: It can be hard for everyone to get their voice heard on a digital call. You may want to 

consider someone being a facilitator or ‘moderator’ to ensure everyone is heard and has the 

opportunity to contribute.  

 

Good luck!  


